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...a consistent performer, he was instrumental in...
...a constant innovator who strives for efficiency and excellence
...a consummate SNCO, he greatly enhanced...
...a crucial member while working with 55th Security Forces during an...
...a key member of the...
...a key part in the responsible drawdown of the US forces in Iraq
...a master of task management, he was responsible for the delivery of more than...
...a meticulous performer who received 5 evals with zero defects during 2009 LSEP inspection
...a reservist, was compelled to balance two careers, both vital to national security, while...
...a self-starter, on numerous occasions has taken it upon himself to work on...
...a valuable asset who created the team’s support plan during the...
...a vital member of..., managed over 500 reservations and provided 2,000+ bed nights which generated $155K in lodging income and...
...A1C Smith revised the clinic filing system and organized distribution processes which reduced wait by 50%

...academically surpassed 15 fellow Airman and received Academic Award for Class 15A

...accelerated the delivery of over $15M worth of completed projects

...accepted a three month interim Superintendent position to provide needed shop supervision while a new supervisor was being selected

...accepted additional combat arms training duties to ensure...were prepared for deployment ISO...

...accepted and adapted to several different kinds of NATO aircraft and was...

...accepted and adapted to several...

...accounted for over 555 flying hours, 155 sorties, and 55 thousand pounds of fuel offloaded to a variety of receiving aircraft

...accurately and meticulously processed 555 Mission Capable receipts contributing to the 1500 sorties flown

...achieved a 100% completion of the build up for the PACAF Regional Training Center program

...acquired a multi-base certification that helped alleviate Manning shortage at Patrick AFB

...acquired knowledge of advanced technologies to...

...acting as Unit Security Manager, ensured all required info correctly documented, processed for deployments

...actions were instrumental to the 55th Maintenance Group capturing the 2010 USAFE Daedalian Award
...actions enabled delivery of essential...supplies to awaiting forces in...

...actions ensured nine critical preventive maintenance procedures were completed in a timely manner, ensuring the sustained success of the ABC mission

...actions ensured passenger safety

...added an option to test on UTA Saturdays which led to a less than 5.55% retests which produced an EXCELLENT for the unit fitness program

...additionally, Airman Smith's superior analytical and technical capabilities facilitated the...

...additionally, he surveyed over 500 cubic feet of concrete rubble, general debris, and scrap metal in 300+ different locations.

...administered 5 and 7 level CDCs and provided home study tools which increased the career development course pass rate by 50%

...administered over....

...advanced the net-centric warfare planning tool by two full years by...

...after reviewing assessment, he identified one hundred observations or vulnerabilities in installation security and...

...after the Aerial Port Squadron's deactivation, his ceaseless effort and forward thinking proved vital to the successful integration of...

...aggressively researched, tracked, and ordered over 300 MICAP parts with an average delivery time of one day versus the 3 day standard

...aided immeasurably in the unit successfully completing the...evaluation
...aided immeasurably in the escalating...
...aided in Human Intelligence collection by...
...aided in identifying problem areas in the field of...and in developing and implementing...
...aided in the capture of 1000 carjacks, 100 mortar rounds, 100 rockets and...
...aided in the mission success of the...
...airlifted more than 50 million pounds of cargo and 50 thousand passengers in support of...
...Airman Smith masterfully performed squadron duties in his vital role coordinating with local agencies to...
...Airman Smith's attention to detail impressively controlled the accuracy and maintained 100% accountability of...
...Airman Smith's high standards of performance as a Response Force Fire Team Member significantly contributed to the unit’s highest possible rating for the 2009 Nuclear Surety Inspection.
...Airman Smith's unmatched diagnostic abilities and expert repairs directly resulted in a sustained 95% mission capable rate which helped earn the AMC Command Best Vehicle Maintenance Unit of the Year Award.
...aligned section's policies with the Air Force security Instructions to...
...along with others, composed the...
...also constructed a Unit Control Center binder, ensuring Inspector General compliance and squadron real-world readiness
...always ready to help when needed
...amassed more than 1000 hours of instruction and developed 2000 trainees for...

...amassed over 2500 podium hours and graduated more than 500 students, earning coveted recognition as...

...an Aircraft Commander, he flew over 50 hours in support of...and provided relief to the devastated country of...

...an ambassador to the base and local community, he led by example, instructing 50 personnel during Self Aid & Buddy Care training

...a key participant in the Aerial Port's Joint Service Exercise by incorporating cargo movement, joint inspection, and material handling training for more than 150 aerial port members

...an innovative Airman, SSgt Smith consolidated the tracking of five work centers which contributed to the 55th MG being one of only two med groups to receive an Outstanding Health Services Inspection rating in the last 5 years

...an invaluable team player in...

...an OIF workhorse, he personally issued 1.5M gallons of JP-8 to over 500 aircraft while...

...analysis increased safety for both vehicular and pedestrian traffic

...appointed in charge of the Unit's...

...articulate demeanor assisted in coping with multiple conflicts

...as a direct result of his efforts, 4 MAJCOMS were provided with fully trained apprentices ready to...

...as a result of SSgt Smith's dedication to his patients, Balad hospital maintained a 95% survival rate and...
...as acting flight Chief, he oversaw the ten-week surety inspection ramp-up which promises to...

...as acting NCOIC, SSgt Smith led...

...as an instructor pilot, she helped to prepare for the largest squadron deployment since 2003

...as Consolidated Tool Kit monitor, he identified and reorganized 150 mislabeled items and greatly improved equipment accountability and aided in...

...as First Sergeant for 155 Airmen, responsible for oversight of unit personnel health, welfare, and discipline issues, she...

...as First Sergeant, MSgt Smith has dedicated many hours of his limited off-duty time to the needs of...

...as Honor Guard NCOIC, he managed 150 Airmen from 15 units representing five states in...

...as lead technician, he successfully inspected and prepared 155 material handling vehicles which helped the Wing earn an "Outstanding" rating in the Nuclear Surety Inspection 2009

...as MacDill hospital's Intermediate Care Ward Medical Director, he stressed evolving...

...as Mission Commander for Joint Exercise 09-09, drew praise from...

...as NCOIC, Fitness Operations, he procured $155k in state of the art fitness training systems and cardio equipment which ultimately...

...as NCOIC, he propelled the Air Combat Command Internal Information flight to the number one AFLINK news contributor slot

...as NCOIC, his vision and direction were instrumental in forging a strong partnership with...
...as Operational Readiness Exercise team leader he was instrumental in the Wing's successful Operational Readiness Inspection

...as part of a 10 man team, he expertly repaired the...

...as part of the squadron's expanding initiatives, she established a system to...

...as Quality Assurance Evaluator for the 55th Training Wing, he converted the existing AGE Operating Instruction two weeks ahead of schedule which...

...as security oversight for Secretary of Defense Gates tour of the Forward Operating Base, he contributed significantly to their safety and security, ensuring...

...as the ADP Custodian, she was responsible for over $600,000 in vital communications equipment supporting over 500 personnel

...as the base subject matter expert, his efforts eliminated hazards in 30 critical facilities while...

...as the help desk technician, resolved numerous computer issues saving users many hours of lost productivity

...as the lead briefer, SrA Smith briefed over 1500 members on...and...

...as the lead communications planner, he merged communications for 15 disparate agencies which provided effective command and control for over 5,000 participants and linked recovery teams with...

...as Unit Education and Training Manager, accelerated the career progress of 500+ personnel

...as Unit Training Manager, overhauled the unit and group staff training program and ensured 550 personnel in 15 Air Force Specialty Codes were...
...as...he meticulously executed over...

...as..., he skillfully directed 550 personnel and safeguarded $55 million in assets vital to the 555th Air Base Wing's 2009 "Excellent" Operational Readiness Inspection rating

...assessed the utility and need of equipment at...reduced the amount of assets onsite, still met mission!

...assigned dual duties of Program Analysis and Senior Management Support, she built and successfully piloted the use of an unprecedented tracking system for...

...assisted test engineers during flight tests to boost equipment to the next level of acquisition

...assisted the efforts to deploy and maintain the...

...assisted in ensuring all team members were cross-trained and capable of all tasks within their crew vehicle

...assisted in several deployments for the Air Control Squadron by providing and coordinating ground transportation for...

...assisted in the creation and implementation of the SOPs for both the Medical Section and the ECPs on FOB...

...assisted in the preparation of meals during the Senior NCO and Air and Space Joint Field Training Exercises that...

...assisted newly assigned personnel with Government Travel card issues

...assisted with 550 orphan evacuations to anxious adoptive parents in the United States

...assumed control of predator aircraft after five 107MM rockets were inadvertently...
...assumed the vacant Security Office NCOIC position for a period of 5 months and balanced daily duties with increased force protection requirements.

...assumed/accepted 50% of military pay section's workload, processed 5,000 transactions with 95% accuracy.

...assured 100% unit competency and compliance with...

...assured their wartime worldwide readiness...

...astute attention to detail resulted in an 80% mission capable rate for...

...astutely managed a $555K budget to perfection; his actions allowed the procurement of 500+ equipment and supply requests.

...attention to detail and accuracy allowed the Commander to make rapid manning decisions in regards to training slots, awards, and...

...authored Air Base flightline driver operating instruction and trained 150 multi-national personnel on flight line operations; ensured zero ground mishaps.

...authored 3 vehicle maintenance operating instructions for the first-ever multinational Wing stand-up, standardized policies for a 12 nation consortium.

...authored Wing educational materials and unit operating instructions that...

...averaged one departure every 6 minutes for 10 days.

...averted fiscal disaster by...

...avoided the loss or cancellation of over $50M of year end funds.

...awarded position with increased oversight, responsibility.

...base point of contact for...
...battling blistering sand storms in excess of 50 MPH, SrA Smith worked around the clock to provide safe passage for...

...because of his attention to detail, SrA Smith's vehicle was often singled out as the best in the fleet and...

...because of his diligent efforts, we were able to...

...best maintainer in squadron

...bolstered United States Air Forces Central operations in Kuwait, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia

...briefed senior leaders on joint battlefield ops/intel to...

...brilliantly performed an emergency...

...built 500+ missing harnesses--completed project ahead of schedule allowing...

...built static defense for AK-1 security resource which was lauded by Gen Patton as...

...built the Airlift Wing's vehicle maintenance and Quality Assurance Evaluator programs from scratch supporting NATO...

...by using an advanced, electronic tracking system, reviewed 1000+ records annually, ensured all requirements were...

...by utilizing past experience, MSgt Smith identified the need for and implemented a process improvement idea by...

...can-do effort and close coordination with contractors resulted in many man hours saved and...

...captured the 2010 USAFE Daedalian Award

...ceaseless contributions led to the...

...ceaseless efforts of Airman Smith resulted in an improved Wing Augmentee Program which increased the Wing's READY force by...
...championed a joint MPF and Finance team who investigated and closed more than 550 pay problems in less than ten days

...Chief Smith has been a highly versatile Airmen throughout his 20 year career with...

...Chief Smith played a central role in the training of over 50,000 law enforcement personnel during...

...chosen as the 555th bomb competition representative where his actions landed the "best nuclear crew chief" award for 5th Air Force

...chosen from among peers for...

...chosen to manage SMC/CC, AMC/CC/CV distinguished visitor events for...

...clearly exceeded the command standard of 95% accuracy

...close coordination ensured all accountable Air Force equipment was...

...co-founded the first...

...coined by his commander, Major Smith, for excellence during...

...coined by the Mission Support Squadron Commander for his outstanding work in the construction of a...

...commended by the Wing staff for his efforts toward...

...commitment to quality service achieved a 5.5 average customer rating which exceeded AETC's average score of 4.0

...competently troubleshot and repaired the Voice Over IP phone system, ensured uninterrupted service to all users

...compiled and presented a more detailed National Guard CONOPS for State operations and...
...completed 150 Eagle Start inspections over three years with an average of one and a half days...

...completed all scheduled maintenance actions ahead of schedule while ensuring that critical communications remained...

...completed all training plans and PowerPoint lessons a full year ahead of schedule which enabled over 1K Airmen to train and qualify in...

...completed more than 500 scheduled work orders with a 95% on-time completion rate

...completed over 30 hours of community service, participated in several base fitness challenges, and finished two courses towards his Bachelors degree

...completed Report of Surveys worth over...to minimize the amount of unserviceable equipment and materials on...

...completed...well ahead of the set time line

...concurrently, as squadron Resource Advisor, he managed the squadron's annual budget along with end-of-year fallout money to...

...conducted an internal review of the Maintenance Group records that...

...conducted briefings to sister squadron's dedicated crew...

...conducted five T.O. management workshops which facilitated the correction of over 150 deficiencies increasing the safety and effectiveness of maintenance throughout the 55th Maintenance Group

...conducted daily Intel/Patrol briefs prior to convoy departure which...

...conducted over 115 checklists items in preparation for 2009 AMC LSEP inspection resulting in zero discrepancies
...conducted over 150 dismounted patrols providing a secure path for...

...conducted research on over 500 new item requests using the...

...considering the sheer volume of the task that lay before him, he...

...consistently demonstrated exceptional professional skills by...

...consistently demonstrated first-class service and superb technical knowledge that...

...consistently demonstrated outstanding professional skills and initiative by assisting with...

...consistently demonstrated professional skill, decisive leadership, and initiative

...constructed a Unit Control Center binder, ensuring Inspector General compliance and squadron real-world readiness

...contributed to the success of the awards program in...

...continually volunteers his time to recognize fallen members of the United States Military

...continued his dedication to the unit by...

...continued his inspection prowess by identifying...

...contributed to Air Wing's "Excellent" ratings during 2009 Air Mobility Command/Inspector General Unit Compliance Inspection

...contributed to the 21st Civil Engineer Squadron winning the 2007 Small Unit Award as the Best Civil Engineer Squadron in the Air Force
...contributed to the 555th AMU winning the 55th MXG's AMU of the Quarter 5 times and AMU of the Year during 2009

...contributed to the 55th MXG receiving Pacific Air Commands Daedalian Award for 2010

...contributed to the effectiveness and success of his radio direction finding team in resolving critical radio frequency interference issues in...

...contributed to the effectiveness and success of the ARW by maintaining above-average standards for...

...contributed to the effectiveness and success of the fighter wing's...

...contributed to the effectiveness and success of the twenty man shop she manages

...contributed to the flawless execution of more than 155 operational missions supporting Operations ENDURING FREEDOM, IRAQI FREEDOM, and...taskings

...contributed to the success of over 1500 Special Air Missions resulting in 11,000 mishap-free flying hours with zero Aircrew Flight Equipment delays

...contributed to the resounding success of the CRTC Unit Compliance Inspection

...contributed to the...mission of...by...

...contribution to the mission has been invaluable

...contributions were essential to supplying United States ground forces with the resources needed to conduct...

...cool under pressure! Coordinated rescue efforts of...

...cooperated with rival units to...

...coordinated 1024 man hours to test...
...coordinated efforts of the Dept of State Office of Overseas Security, 55 ARW, ACME Engineering, and 55 CES to...

...coordinated the movement of 10K short tons of humanitarian supplies critical to relief efforts in...

...coordinated the movement of 550 tons of equipment and supplies in direct support of Operation Enduring Freedom

...coordinated with Federal Aviation Administration and local airfields to facilitate...

...coordinated with local and Wing...to...which garnered widespread recognition

...coordinated with several agencies on Combined Operating Base Adder to make sure...systems were up to date and combat-ready

...coordinated with the AFOSI while authoring his unit's operating instruction to ensure the legal and safe storage of over 50K rounds of ammunition

...cordoned off and searched affected areas, maintained security of Air National priority resources

...core ambassador and key player in Kuwaiti dignitary dinner/Embassy event

...cost avoidance of $155K and was involved project's success

...countless contributions at home and abroad positively impacted all involved

...crafted the B-52 focus for a multi-Major Command and Numbered Air Force General Officer Bomber Summit

...created a positive environment and excellent work ethic among all members of...

...created and implemented leadership training upon arrival
...created current CONOPS which has become the standard used by the entire A6 directorate and...

...created the framework for evolving combat airdrop operations while assuming financial management and inventory responsibilities for peacetime aerial delivery training

...created the Maternal Newborn section's standardized course of instruction

...created visibility of over 500K cargo tons on 50 missions for the Aerial Ports which reduced...

...critical attention to detail ensured the rapid movement and repatriation of...

...critical spares emergency routed to repair facilities--avg turnaround 48 hrs

...cross-utilized technician, relied upon for all...

...culminated in the reinvigoration of training within the B-2 Weapons Instructor Course

...culminating in the seizure of...and the discovery of...which could have posed a threat to the installation

...cultural relationship maintained

...data and results from testing will be instrumental to the continued nuclear survivability of...

...decisiveness saved $55M aircraft and 2 aircrew members

...decreased the risk of...by...

...dedicated over 1500 hours to operations on the...task force, aiding in the detection and eradication of...

...dedication and ceaseless efforts were instrumental in the Element achieving an impressive 96% mission-capable rate, exceeding USAFE goal by...
...dedication and commitment to success make him an outstanding Flight Chief...

...dedication to duty resulted in his selection as the 55th Services Squadron’s Senior NCO of the first and second quarter 2009 and first quarter 2010

...dedication to fitness helped 15 Airmen pass their fitness tests

...dedication and technical expertise reduced error rate 5% below Defense Manpower Data Center global standard of 12%

...defeated all competition in winning...

...defended a 10 mile perimeter and guarded three billion dollars in assets which deterred enemy attacks and safeguarded...

...delivered over...while sustaining an impressive 95% maintenance departure rate

...delivered under budget and ahead of schedule

...demonstrated decisive leadership during the...turnover

...demonstrated exemplary skill, professionalism, and untiring determination in support of the mission to advise and train...

...demonstrated expert knowledge, professionalism, and skill in providing over...under austere conditions and...

...demonstrated flawless Command & Control of response forces during President Bush’s visit while providing real-time updates to Command Post and...

...demonstrated his abilities by identifying fault in...and restoring G8 summit air security picture capabilities

...demonstrated outstanding technical ability when...
...demonstrated professional skill as he controlled over 350 hours of Close Air Support using nontraditional intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance tactics

...demonstrated superior performance by key logistical knowledge in support of...

...demonstrated superior teamwork, leadership, and outstanding academic achievement while...

...demonstrated unparalleled leadership supervising nine Tri-Service personnel in support of...

...deployed a flight consisting of 55 Airmen into a combat environment.

...deployed AAA program which...

...deployed and provided outstanding support to Joint Force Headquarters-Penn for the 2009 G-20 summit

...deployed as the first merged Public Affairs-Multimedia cell and supported the 555th Fighter Wing's annual Weapons System Evaluation Program (WSEP) assuring complete event coverage

...deployed in support of Hurricane Ike relief efforts...

...deployed in support of OIF/OEF and set up a next generation deployable navigation aid and stood up the first ever remote maintenance center

...deployed in support of United States national security objectives and Operation...

...deployed on classified mission to...lauded by team chief as "outstanding performer"

...deployed three times in support of Operations IRAQI and ENDURING FREEDOM providing essential Communications Security for over 5K C-17 combat sorties
...deployed three times ISO OEF/OIF/HOA
...deployed to Air Force theater hospital Balad where...
...deployed to...for US secret Service detail supporting...
...deployed with the...Team to the...in support of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency and Joint Task Force-Civil Support
...designated as interim First Sergeant, a widely approved choice
...designed a system to track annual requirements ensuring 100% compliance and an...
...designed mitigation measures for the installation's number one security vulnerability by...
...despite constant threat of rocket and mortar attack, TSgt Smith's leadership of the squadron's...shop contributed significantly to the success of...
...despite the constant threat of indirect and direct hostile fire, Sergeant Smith volunteered to...
...detected 2 separate escort time limit violations, ensured immediate removal of unauthorized personnel
...detected an engine oil leak and coordinated the repair of the relief valve and avoided an engine replacement cost of $900k
...determined equipment requirements and acquired...to replace old and outdated equipment...which helped reduce...
...developed a new Integrated Maintenance Data System continuity program that standardized data entry procedure and reduced error rate by 55%
...developed and coordinated important mentorship programs that advanced...
...developed and instructed training class for timekeepers in the Defense Civilian Pay System
...developed Joint Base Balad’s first...organizing 5,500...
...developed load plans for HQ AMC planning guide after coordination with supported MAJCOMs which standardized all CRWs
...developed program between Ft Gordon and Shaw AFB to...
...developed the Deployed Family Member Program which enabled deployed Airmen to devote 100% of their attention to the mission
...developed the first-ever approved B-52 Aircraft Availability Improvement Program plan for...
...devoted to customer support, he provided the link in reaching out to...
...devout volunteer...collected...for Salvation Army drive...touched lives of less unfortunate
...diagnosed and repaired a...
...diligent in tracking Close Air Support mission requests
...diligently assisted in the management of...
...diligently scrutinized 15 ancillary programs in preparation for ACC's 2009 Logistics Standardization and Evaluation Team inspection
...directed 10 civilians on 300 jobs with a 95% on-time completion rate, smashed USAFE's 90% goal
...directed 10-man team during deployment to RAF Mildenhall...
...directed 15 civilians on the completion of 300 jobs with an on-time rate of 95%
...directed intelligence training during unit training assemblies of over 1,500 Wing members ensuring...
...directed the first Electromagnetic Pulse Hardness testing
effort on the B-17 in over thirty years
...directed the manufacture of over 150 traffic control signs
and distributed to all roadway intersections on...
...directly contributed to 155 enemy targets being successfully
destroyed
...directly contributed to four consecutive Air Force Space
Command Airfield Operations Flight Complex of the Year
Awards
...directly contributed to the Airlift Wing's overall "Excellent"
rating for the 2010 Operational Readiness Inspection
...directly contributed to the...earning back-to-back USAF
Five-star recognition three years straight
...directly enhanced Air Force Special Operations Command
war fighting capability by...
...directly improved capability for combat medics and
improved GWOT readiness
...directly responsible for the processing of over...recognizing
personnel who supported OPERATION...
...directly supervised the installation and configuration of
more than 555 firewalls at 155 sites to...
...directly supported 500 OEF/OIF units while dispatching
$50M in medical materiel directly to...
...directly supported a successful 2009 Royal Air Force Air
Tattoo
...directly supported Exercise EMERALD WARRIOR 2009 by
facilitating the delivery of...
...discovered a...during an alert inspection and coordinated the repair in less than one hour and averted an alert aircraft tail swap

...discovered, then replaced two worn tires in 2 hrs to...

...dispatched to all 25 Alert Facilities in direct support of...

...displayed a high degree of honesty and integrity

...displayed exceptional aircraft system knowledge while performing crew chief duties on an aircraft experiencing...

...displayed great dedication to...training program during the conversion of AF 623 paper records to...

...displayed outstanding leadership and administrative skills as the First Sergeant managing...

...displayed superior knowledge in...

...displayed superior leadership and coordination during an insurgent Indirect Fire rocket attack that...

...distinguished herself as the...

...distinguished himself by superior information control of over 10.5K missions, 55K tons cargo and...

...distinguished himself in the performance of outstanding service to...

...distributed over 7k tons of relief supplies to Haitians

...donated over 150 hours during non-duty days for the entire period of this event

...drafted as deployment trainer--best hope of success for our most critical endeavor

...dramatically improved Air Force Joint Expeditionary Training at...

...dual certified by the USAF and the state of Florida as both...
dual-hatted, Tech Sergeant Smith served as Flight and Internal Medicine element NCOIC while...

due to his stellar performance, he won NCO of the year for FY 2008 and...

during a 2009 Manning deficit, Sergeant Smith was selected as flight line expediter, a critical position normally held by a Master Sergeant

during deployment to...he energetically supported over 55 aeromedical evacuation missions and helped maintain Staging Facility assets worth...

during her tenure with the 555th Mx Squadron, the section training did not experience any failures

during his term in customer service, briefed Airmen weekly on Air Force regulations and policies on...

during the deployment of the unit's SharePoint services, she developed the SharePoint Users Training which resulted in...

duties he has been performing for the unit in the absence of a unit clerk are so well executed that...

earned 12 credit hours in Health and Science towards her CCAF degree

earned an "Outstanding" rating on the 2008 Services Inspection, capturing the 2008 USAF Service Sq of the Year and the Group seizing the 2009 USAFE Sq of the Year award

earned an astonishing five excellent crew reports during 2008 garnering a 95.5% mission capable rate, the highest in B-52 history

earned distinction as Master...a title which is awarded to less than 10% of...

earned the program an EXCELLENT Health Services Inspection rating
...effectively ensured aircrew protection downrange by...
...efficiently conducted several equipment inventories ensuring 100% accountability of all J6 assets located on...
...efficiently managed flightline driver's training program certifying over 55 firefighters with zero accidents to date
...efforts and dedication to duty were essential to the success of the wing’s demanding global mobility mission
...efforts assured an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect
...efforts helped bridge the Supply Chain Management support gap and identified opportunities for...
...efforts helped to ensure that the...continues to be the nation's premiere training academy
...efforts proved invaluable to the development and operational readiness of...
...efforts smashed USAFE's goal of 90%
...efforts were instrumental in the success of this high visibility mission
...efforts yielded zero discrepancies during the base staff assistance visit
...eliminated redundant...saved $400K a year
...eliminated an Air Force Vulnerability Assessment team write up
...eliminating parts required and mission delay and saving the Air Force $50K in replacement costs
...employed ten illumination rockets which exposed enemy forces placing caches and...
...enabled a vital lifeline between convoys and the missions they were supporting, reducing incidents of...
...enabled delivery of essential medical supplies to awaiting forces in Baghdad

...enabled the successful transfer of the Hammer ACE mission to the Fourth Combat Communications

...enabled the Wing to meet its strategic planning objective as a full spectrum force, both at home and abroad, while capitalizing an aging fleet

...enabling on-time medications for over 5K customers

...ended a 6 month work backlog by...

...engineered update for communications kits and improved aircrew COMSEC handling of...

...enhanced knowledge of Communications Security requirements and fill devices was essential to the successful execution of over...

...enhanced replacement part procurement considerably by...

...enhanced survival capabilities by replacing lithium batteries two months ahead of schedule during a vital PRC-90 radio TCTO

...enhanced the security of Eskan Village by...

...ensured a constant 100% accountability of all visitors within Eskan Village

...ensured a systematic and detailed facility search was completed to render the building secure and...

...ensured all deployed equipment was properly palletized and documented for immediate...

...ensured all members of the Air Terminal Operations Center were prepared for the ORI by providing countless hours of training resulting in the first Outstanding rating in...
...ensured all participants acquired and maintained excellent or good...
...ensured all personnel assigned received mandatory training
...ensured anticipated Wing aircraft force reductions were proportional, balanced, and strategically sound
...ensured a contingency emergency back-up system was in place for...
...ensured members ability to carry on their deployed mission without any pay distractions
...ensured mission continuity when he implemented new reporting procedures and trained new members to...
...ensured more than 50,000 travel vouchers were precisely obligated or updated ensuring the base budget was as accurate as possible
...ensured operational readiness of over 50...
...ensured personnel resiliency and continued capability by debriefing and counseling 60 persons following a tragic event
...ensured readiness by ensuring all required security clearance information was correctly documented and processed for all deployable Ops group members
...ensured that zero penalties were incurred
...ensured the Airmen were knowledgeable about current Air Force policies on...
...ensured the delivery of over 5M lbs of vital relief supplies via fixed and rotary wing aircraft
...ensured the preservation of 155 vital ISR assets through his fastidious coordination with the 555th Intelligence and Reconnaissance Wing
ensured the safe, rapid evacuation of over 15,000 American citizens and enabled landings of over 1,500 aircraft, exceeding airport capacity by 1,000% in the largest single runway operation in history

...ensured the safety of flight for 50 sorties per day to support the International Security Assistance Force

...ensured the security of over...

...ensured zero product and patient mishaps

...ensuring the best value determination

...epitomizing the value of tenaciousness, she...

...essential to the unit's "Excellent" rating

...established a center of excellence for aspiring leaders to grow and...

...established a high level of squadron readiness by...

...established a solid, comprehensive program for evolving combat airdrop operations while simultaneously assuming financial management responsibility for aerial delivery training

...established and maintained accurate and available information for reference at all levels of leadership

...established critical commander's programs to include management control, dependent care, and fit-to-fight programs

...established the 55th Mx Squadron's "Fit Eagle" Program resulting in the unit's 95% pass rate during fiscal year 2009

...exceeded all expectations by developing the Wing's Family Member Program which provides a vital support network to the families of deployed Airmen

...exceeded USAFE goal by...
...exceeds expectations always, was coined by AEW/CC and selected for...

...excelled as key planner for a two-Wing Operation Iraqi Freedom deployment

...excelled in his duties as...

...excellent maintenance practices helped secure the 555th AMXS winning Pacific Air Force's Maintenance Effectiveness Award for 2009

...as Unit Deployment Manager for the Air Force's largest composite aircraft maintenance squadron, he completed over 100 higher headquarter deployment taskings in support of...

...exceptional efforts and dedication aided in the 55th Fighter Wing capturing an excellent rating during the 2008 USAFE/IG Operation Readiness Inspection

...exceptional maintenance practices were evident during the assembly and inspection of over...

...exceptional oversight of twenty individual file plans was instrumental in the group's successful...

...exceptional technical agility was apparent when he tackled the demanding...

...executed $50.5K expenditures on vital materials for the...program...reducing...

...executed 15K work orders on time/on target

...executed an international mission representing both the United States Forces and the Republic of Korea

...executed his duties as...flawlessly, maintaining strict entry control into the Weapon Storage Area

...executed three planned airborne Combat Air Patrol missions with 100% success
...execution of a $500,000 improvement plan enriched work centers, dormitories, and fitness center and greatly improved the morale of...

...exemplary leadership proved vital to the successful integration of...

...exemplified dynamic management by leading a ten member team that...

...exemplified the highest standards of commitment to...by...

...exemplified the total Airman by seeking self-improvement while deployed

...exhibited determination by taking on-line college classes, earning twelve college credits, and completing over six hours of...

...exhibited extraordinary service while serving as...

...exhibited his thorough knowledge of the 240B automatic machine gun during the field expedient class he taught on...

...expeditiously repaired 150 foot perimeter fence breach in less than 5 hours restoring...

...expeditiously removed and replaced a KC-135 aircraft engine starter permitting...

...expert organizational and communication skills, professionalism and ability to adapt to unforeseen situations proved invaluable throughout the...

...expertise was demonstrated for planning and preparation for...

...expertly advised the USAFE office of...on policies, programs, and procedures
...expertly diagnosed the fault to a faulty control valve, replaced and performed all operational checks, beating the repair estimate by over 12 hours

...expertly directed maintenance actions for 1000+ reported equipment outages directly supporting the...during seven peninsula-wide joint service exercises

...expertly maintained and troubleshooted the terminal computer network that provided over 1800 hours of continuous service

...expertly managed contract compliance which maintained a 96% in-commission rate resulting in...

...expertly managed daily schedules for 15 health providers which generated over 15,000 procedures and...

...expertly managed upgrade and formal training for 550 Airmen in 15 AFSCs to ensure all deployment taskings were met for...

...extended the lifespan of $30M support systems by two years by...

...extensive job knowledge was vital to the successful launch and recovery of over 500 combat sorties which...

...eye for safety--managed commercial aircraft fuel spill cleanup while directing fire/rescue for...

...facilitated 155 medical evacuations, most with major injuries, and significantly aided three aerial deliveries of over 150K lbs of aid directly to...

...facilitated the conversion of...to...thus decreasing the risk of...

...facilitated the evacuation of 1,500 personnel via UH-60 Blackhawk and UH-47 Chinook helicopter to...

...facilitated the movement of 5,500 passengers and over 1,500 short tons of cargo
...facilitated the movement of 55,500 short tons of cargo with an on-time departure rate exceeding 99%

...fielded critical systems which mitigated threat to 500+ combat truckers/SFs and...

...first responder to C-17 emergency, discovered...

...flawless AFCENT reports shaped evolving C2 plans for...

...flawlessly directed a ten member team providing the primary air control architecture for Exercise...

...focused time and energy to complete...

...for his outstanding performance, she was awarded the prestigious Group level Leo Marquez award 2009

...forged a lasting relationship with the...

...forged promising and productive relationship with...

...formulated a precise schematic and crafted the...in 6 hours, half the expected time, allowing repair team to continue unimpeded

...fostered a "total force" vision demanding worldwide readiness of joint service members...

...fostered open, candid, and frequent communications with lead command and all members of...

...furthermore, her leadership and tireless efforts were key to the effective management and smooth operation of the...leading to the 55th MX Squadron winning the 2008 and 2010 USAFE MX Squadron of the Year award

...garnered respect by utilizing his outstanding professional skill and steadfast leadership to...

...gave key logistical support for other NATO Bases in the Balkans in support of...
...generated more than $10 billion in revenue for the AMC Transportation Working Capital Fund

...generated and launched assigned aircraft during a Nuclear ORI achieving a perfect 9 out of 9 effective sorties which assisted in the Wing's earning a rating of "Excellent"

...guaranteed mission readiness by...

...guaranteed the success of the newly formed squadron as it prepared to fulfill its force protection and air base defense role

...guidance influenced Suicide Prevention statistics, raised contact from 55% to 95% in one quarter

...hand selected by 555 MXS CC to meet Vice-President Biden

...hand selected for participation in the 2009 Air Rodeo

...hand-picked by division chief to head up DoD mandated project securing all of...

...hand-picked, due to the demonstration of keen technical abilities, to attend the Basic Corrections Course at Lackland AFB, Texas

...handled all aspects of...the first-ever...

...handled all personnel actions and completed a systematic and accurate audit of 150 cadet records with zero discrepancies

...hands-on experience in automatic test equipment systems operations and maintenance guaranteed...

...has repeatedly exemplified dedication to his unit, the Wing and the Air Force by...

...he amassed 550 combat hours flying reconnaissance missions in multiple theaters

...he designed and constructed...systems while integrating newly acquired systems into...
he developed the Wing Operational Readiness Bed Down plan, securing an "Outstanding" rating for the Wing
he diligently assisted in the management of...
he directly intervened to save the life of over 50 patients by...
he efficiently orchestrated processing and airlift requirements for 155 short tons of cargo and 155 deploying Wing members
he has been trusted in numerous positions of responsibility ranging from...to...and finally...culminating his career as the Operational Support NCO
he led development of his career field's war-time student training standard and identified...
he prepared the clinic for annual inspection by...which paved the way for the 55th Medical Group's "Outstanding" result of the 2009 Health Services Inspection
he revised and re-vitalized the flight training program ensuring 100% record accountability and evaluation
he spent countless hours fulfilling the equipment and uniform needs of deploying Airmen and developing a non-deployment organizational chart to maintain the unit's chain of command
he teamed with Air Combat Command Stock Control to ensure accurate stock levels were loaded cutting cannibalization rate to 1% and smashing Air Combat Command's 3% standard
he was key to the admission, stabilization, and survival of over 150 wartime casualties
he was the force behind the installation of two million dollars in network infrastructure which...
helped alleviate manning shortage at Patrick AFB
...helped develop self discipline and confidence in young people
...helped finalize Rhein-Main Air Base transition to...
...helped his team successfully reduce the Wing's program resourcing bill by 55%, sparing the Wing from having to eliminate over $5.5B of critical resources in future FY budgets
...helped integrate dynamic targeting air-to-ground simulator scenarios preparing ABM students for...
...helped manually clear and salt 11 miles of sidewalk to provide safe passage for...
...helped raise $1550 in an Air Force Assistance Fund 5k run supporting Air Force members and veterans in need
...helped re-establish the Department of Defense's...
...helped to end a 6 month work backlog of...
...her accurate calculations eliminated the need for...
...her actions led to the unit being lauded by USAFE Inspector General as "best on base" during the 2009 USAFE Unit Compliance Inspection
...her attention to detail ensured that all sorties launched with 100% on-time take-offs
...her attention to detail while reviewing travel voucher submissions was evident in the 100% travel regulation compliance and 95% accuracy rate
...her combat skills and knowledge exemplified the character of the Air Force Warrior
...her comprehensive operational experience was directly responsible for marked improvement of Air Force Joint Expeditionary Training
...her continued logistically focused efforts returned all cargo and personnel from Joint Base Iraq to Home Stations

...her coordination, training, and briefings with C-17 Globemaster III operators and medical personnel resulted in zero losses or injuries for deployed personnel

...her determination in adhering to the National Security Agency policies aided in the Wing’s “Outstanding” rating during the Semi-Annual COMSEC Inspection

...her direct oversight was critical in constructing six support facilities for the $50M Detention Facility in Parwan

...her efforts increased CENTCOM intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance coverage by 200%

...her efforts increased the squadron's ability to comply with the IG's requirements as well as provide highly qualified, deployment-ready personnel for...

...her efforts resulted in over 150 aircrew members becoming qualified in Aircrew Intelligence Training

...her efforts were responsible for the successful launches of...amassing over 1,500 combat hours while simultaneously providing...

...her exceptional professionalism and initiative have earned the respect and admiration of all those around her

...her expert management and training of 50 technicians spurred a 25% increase in productivity

...her expertise contributed to the improvement of the combat readiness of over 150 Security Forces personnel preparing for deployment in support of...

...her expertise was vital in the training of 15 fellow Network Administrators increasing unit readiness in applicable areas by over 80\%
her first class instruction of over 155 Airmen on airbase defense concepts led to her armory team being lauded as " Outstanding" and her unit earning an "Excellent" rating during the 2009 USAFE UCI

her focused input and well thought out recommendations to the allowed senior leadership to defend future Wing requirements and capabilities

her friendly, professional demeanor ensured...

her immeasurable diligence to became the "gold standard" for other Air Force squadrons' programs

her initiative and outstanding performance resulted in her recognition as the squadron's NCO of the Quarter 2009

her innovation made her a recognized expert in the emerging areas of both and...

her keen contractual insight and savvy management skills guided the contracting team in...

her leadership and instructional abilities were second to none, demonstrated by her selection as the Squadron Instructor of the Quarter twice and Instructor of the Year in 2009

her outstanding interview skills led to the...

her research procured several free resources saving the Air Force over $500K in...

her significant contributions helped propel the 55th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron to best in Air Force honors as winners of the 2008 Maintenance Effectiveness Award

her superior performance and expertise improved an...

her superior performance led to her winning the 2008 and 2009 NCO of the Year for the Air Force Network Integration Center
...her team exceeded Air Combat Command's goal of 95% when 99% of all members were paid within five days

...her technical expertise was responsible for Aircrew Flight Equipment being rated “Outstanding” during the HQ AMC Unit Compliance Inspection

...her tremendous efforts facilitated the acquisition of...

...high caliber communication skills led to his assignment to instruct Self Aid & Buddy Care as well as...

...high-caliber analyst; procured 1K spares for 55FW stock achieving FY09 highest...

...highlighted his talent as a real ass kicker in the logistics business who drinks gasoline and pisses jet fuel

...his abundant initiative and personal drive to succeed resulted in the successful...

...his academic credentials were at the top of his class in ALS where he received the prestigious John Levitow Award

...his actions enabled Customer Service to be 5% below the Air Force error trend of 10%

...his aggressive implementation and participation in the AAA program enabled the group to receive an "Excellent" rating during the 2009 ORI/UCI relook

...his assistance to...as they escorted Department of State personnel to various polling sites was...

...his astute leadership ensured the contractor complied with all...

...his astute leadership was vital to the 555th Air Mobility Squadron moving over 55,000 tons of cargo

...his astute leadership was vital to the...
...his attention to detail ensured that all pilots were prepared and properly equipped to respond to any threat as well as...

...his attention to detail was paramount in maintaining monthly accountability of weapons and ammunition of NATO nations and contractors

...his brilliant efforts enabled control of...

...his brilliant leadership across two directorates during the AETC ORI directly contributed to the unit's "Excellent" rating

...his ceaseless efforts resulted in the development and early initialization of the Operations Manager training program for the group

...his classes focused on fundamentals and how to correct errors within the system which...

...his commendable actions were imperative to mission success and were...

...his commitment to higher learning set the example for fellow Airmen to follow which resulted in three other members of the flight enrolling in distance education programs

...his comprehensive operational expertise was successfully leveraged by the 7th Air Force to...

...his contributions directly enabled the evacuation of 155 patients, delivery of over 15,000 troops, and 5,000 tons of cargo in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom

...his contributions directly led to his Flight being selected Top Flight for...

...his dedication and professionalism aided immeasurably in several Operational Readiness Inspections, Unit Compliance Inspections, and Communications Security Inspections
...his dedication and technical and tactical expertise was instrumental in the successful closure of Ammunition Supply Point Bravo

...his dedication to and leadership of his Airmen and Office created a positive environment and excellent work ethic among all members of...

...his dedication to mission accomplishment and personal drive for excellence greatly contributed to...

...his dedication to mission and his fellow Airmen’s safety earned an unwavering trust and loyalty from his fellow Airmen and NCOs

...his desire to help others in the maintenance of their vehicles contributed to the flight maintaining a 95% operational readiness rate throughout the deployment

...his determination to be the best...and determination toward self development set the example for all...

...his direct leadership produced five wing-level award winners and validated her selection as Chief Master Sergeant

...his efforts and programs directly contributed to the Flight's Nuclear Surety Inspection score of Outstanding for the years 2008, 2009, and 2010

...his efforts eliminated countless man hours of manual mission processing by...

...his efforts led to the establishment of a $1.5M Explosive Ordinance Disposal flight facility which...

...his efforts resolved the issue which resulted in putting five aircraft back into service within three days instead of the projected seven days, recovering over 120 hours of aircraft downtime
...his efforts were vital to the design, development, and award of two demolition task orders valued at...

...his exemplary food preparation skills aided Food Service and contributed to...

...his expedient actions prevented potential failures and guaranteed full compliance with...

...his expeditious assessment and replacement of...under "red ball" time constraints guaranteed zero delay in the delivery of critical supplies to war fighters in...

...his expeditious assessment and replacement of...under time constraints guaranteed...

...his expert knowledge of key duties and responsibilities was vital to mission success and flight integrity throughout...

...his expertise in this area filled in the gaps in our experience and...

...his expertise was crucial in weapons safety training for an Iraqi Army battalion of 5,000 soldiers

...his flight established the first-ever satellite office at Williams AFB in order to...

...his hard work and dedication to the creation of the new Air Force Network led to the squadron being recognized as an Outstanding Unit at the Numbered Air Force Level

...his hard work and dedication was recognized by...and he was awarded the 555th MXS NCO of the year

...his initiative, commitment, and dedication to duty directly contributed to the success and achievements of the...

...his knowledge, proficiency, and professionalism in conducting self-inspection evaluations contributed significantly to the unit's "Excellent" rating during the 2008 Readiness inspection
...his leadership fostered excellence and led to the on time delivery of...with zero findings

...his leadership was equally evident as...

...his maintenance proficiency and leadership ability directly contributed to 550 combat sorties and 15K bombs delivered!

...his management in relocating and organizing 500 bench stock filters ensured...

...his methodical warehouse expertise helped validate, inventory, identify and correct over $5.5 million worth of reparable asset overages not accounted for...

...his meticulous attention to detail and comprehensive technical skill was a driving force in the successful...

...his meticulous attention to detail earned him the Squadron and Group Airman of the Quarter awards

...his meticulous attention to detail saved the Air Force approximately $55 million by...

...his natural sense of order and experience and can-do attitude expanded the capabilities of...throughout his deployment

...his outstanding technical skills ensured the project's success which allowed the...

...his outstanding musicianship was integral to the success of 155 stellar performances

...his outstanding performance there and in...helped earn him the 2008 Airman of the Year award

...his outstanding professional skill, knowledge, and devotion to duty aided immeasurably in...

...his outstanding supervision of 10 civilians led the water and fuel systems maintenance shop to complete over...
...his performance, under difficult circumstances, sustained and reestablished operations in the...

...his precise expertise guaranteed the safe deployment of...that directly supported combat missions for...

...his professional expertise has ensured a year and a half of flawless customer service and...

...his prose and eloquence captured the hearts and minds of the Marines at...and...

...his quick actions restored power to over 2,000 facilities during two widespread electrical outages

...his recognized expertise during the $55M Joint Biological Stand-off Detection System test helped clarify technical procedures that...

...his role was vital to the installation of...

...his selflessness has been demonstrated numerous times by volunteering for...

...his stellar job knowledge and performance was instrumental in the unit receiving an excellent rating for...

...his stellar program management directly contributed to the 55th Munitions Squadron's overall "Excellent" rating

...his strict oversight of the hazardous materials program earned an “Excellent” rating during the 55th Airlift Wing Hazardous Material inspection

...his stringent attention to detail enforced Anti-Terrorism protocols as he coordinated a joint response effort between...and installation Security Forces...

...his strong information control skills enabled him to generate an...

...his superb management skills ensured...
...his superior analytical abilities enabled him to fuse information from multiple intelligence platforms and successfully target four high-value targets and complete 15 successful strikes

...his superior job knowledge and reutilization of excess parts saved the Air Force over $50k

...his supervision supported a variety of missions including...

...his support of Balad's first ever...training course was vital to the success of the class

...his talent and dedication to duty led to an efficient delivery and smooth transition into deployment operations

...his technical expertise aided immeasurably in the squadron's performance during Operation...

...his technical expertise aided immeasurably in the squadron's stellar performance during Operation Enduring Freedom

...his tenacious drive was instrumental in the relocation of the CSS and establishment of...

...his tireless efforts and commitment to the mission made him the preeminent operational and training expert in the...

...his tireless efforts provided for the successful completion of the...

...his improvised training sessions improved Airmen's overall system comprehension and...

...his tremendous efforts led the Training Squadron to win the Air Force Technical Training Squadron of the Year award for 2009 and...

...his unflagging efforts were directly responsible for a 50% increase in on-time launch rates during the most critical manning shortages experienced in recent memory
...his unmatched diagnostic abilities and expert repairs was directly responsible for...

...his volunteerism and countless contributions at home and abroad defy measure

...his precision warehousing skills helped expedite the shipment of 150 excess A-10 assets worth $550K to Kandahar Air Field Afghanistan in less than six hours

...hosted multiple project management reviews including...bringing together all parties to agree on...

...identified 15 critical items that accelerated recovery efforts for...

...identified 155 discrepancies while monitoring a $5.5M runway construction project that...

...identified an unseen hydrazine spill and immediately instructed the pilot to shutdown and egress and prevented a major emergency

...identified a wheel bearing shortage which...

...identified and corrected over 550 errors in the DEERS database, MAPs, and Transaction Reports, raising the accuracy of...

...identified and corrected...safety deficiencies resulting in an unparalleled safety improvement

...identified and repaired..., eliminated parts on order and mission delay and...

...identified and replaced a faulty wing anti-ice thermostat and avoided the creation of a MRT, saving over 24 man hours and MRT expenses

...identified discrepancies and increased the time the techs could devote to...
identified misleading language in a new technical order for the C-130 which was later found to be the cause of two crashes
identified the need for critical inspection of...
identified overlooked mission support requests, resubmitted them and ensured the highest level of support was given to aligned unit
identified problem areas in the Technical Data and Records Management sections of the 55th Explosive Ordnance Disposal Flight and developed and implemented programs capable of solving these problems
identified requirements for installing, managing, and operating critical networking equipment for...
impacted contingency operations by...
impeccable ethical and moral standards, emulated by all who know him
implemented and applied policies and procedures for efficient and safe use of squadron vehicles
implemented command and control during positive WMD alert to ensure security of vital interests
implemented quality controls and assessments for 15 civilian maintenance personnel
improved accuracy by nearly 100% at three bases in...
improved completed surveys by 90% and captured 20 miles of new...
improved productivity and morale of the mechanics
improved scores from poor to good categories in 6 months
improved the team's...to allow...
...in addition to his primary squadron duties, he spearheaded the squadron's...

...in addition to his squadron duties, he completed over 25 hours of community service and...

...in addition, SSgt Smith contributed immeasurably to...by decoding and processing messages which provided both unit and higher headquarter Commanders with vital information on a real-time basis

...in preparation for the Wing ORI Exercise and Inspection and UCI, TSgt Smith used his expertise to train squadron members and equip them to be contributors to the overall success of the Wing

...in response to short-notice demand, delivered products within a never before seen two days

...in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Sergeant Smith was solely responsible for...

...in support of unit deployments, TSgt Smith deployed to...in support of...and to...in support of...

...in the midst of...record breaking snow storms, SrA Smith’s dedication and superior performance was instrumental in...

...in this important assignment, Sergeant Smith's outstanding leadership and devotion to duty were instrumental factors in...

...in this important assignment, SrA Smith's outstanding integrity and devotion to duty were significant factors in...

...in this position he effectively scheduled the departure of over 50 aircraft, along with maintenance support, for Typhoon Man Yi within 6 hours

...in this role, he personally ensured the successful upgrade training of personnel located throughout the...
...increased the inventory accuracy rate of quadrant warehouses from 75% to 99.9%
...increased regular patronage by 200%
...increased service to 2K military members by establishing...
...increased squadron morale by regularly visiting each shop and showing interest in their work and personal lives
...increased support to field organizations in managing future total force associations by working with the...ensuring Wing requirements were fully understood and addressed
...increased unit integrity and efficiency by reducing the personnel database error rate by...
...increased unit readiness in applicable areas by over 75%
...initiated and completed the inspection process, ensuring safety for more than...
...initiated more frequent preventive maintenance schedules with engineers, keeping high demand ISR assets airborne 98% of the time and...
...initiated the upgrade training of...
...initiative and technical expertise were also evident in the deployment of the cell's...enhancing the mission effectiveness of the unit by streamlining the procedures for...
...inspected 1,500 items in preparation for the Standardization, Evaluation and Training Assessment which reduced Cat 1 errors by 50% and contributed to the squadron earning an "Excellent" rating for equipment
...inspected over 150 individual training plans discovering more than 550 errors
...inspected/supervised launch of 5 C-17 SAAM missions for POTUS support greatly contributing to 2009 G8 summit success

...installed a three thousand gallon fire foam secondary containment system for the fuel off load at the pier

...instituted a recurring maintenance program for over 50 systems on 12 facilities which increased equipment reliability and reduced service calls by 95%

...instituted leadership training upon arrival to...

...instructed 115 Army and Air Force war fighters resulting in...

...instructed and evaluated 90 students, cementing a 100% pass rate

...instructed over 300 hours, prepared 500 multi-service warriors in support of overseas contingency operations

...instructed over 50 Phoenix RAVEN Apprentices in Verbal Judo, combatives, Use of Force Scenarios, and the use of the tactical baton to...

...instrumental in completing a DOD-directed firewall installation that ensured all...

...instrumental in monitoring Global Readiness Spares Packages valued at...

...instrumental in successful $1.5B UK/US Rivet Joint procurement which provided...

...instrumental in the expedient recovery of a...

...instrumental in the passing grade received during the 2009 Air Force Reserve Command UCI

...instrumental to the successful execution of 550 operations and the prosecution of 150 high value targets
...integral member of planning committee for the...which boosted squadron morale

...integrated doctrine and policy into contingency operations by providing critical input to the...

...involved in the overhaul of the training program which...

...is an invaluable controller in the Aerial Terminal Operations Center who always steps up for local missions and training exercises

...issued communications kits and classified documents to aircrews in support of...

...keen attention to detail and military professionalism proved invaluable during three arduous and extended combat deployments to...

...keen attention to detail was crucial in the development of...increasing the effective and timely management of...

...kept the...rate to less than 1%

...key in educating system theory and principle to inbound personal which boosted section repair capabilities by...

...key to enhancing the overall effectiveness and success of...

...knowledge and speedy repair of the...was vital in the...

...launched long-needed AAA program which...

...launched our 10,000th mission, a historical milestone

...launched our 100th airlift support mission during our...

...launched our 5,000th airlift support mission

...led $10M program for fielding of...

...led 15 missions as flight leader maintaining command and control over the flight with zero incidents
...led 15 personnel in securing $1.5 million in Visiting Airman Quarters renovations and achieved "Most Improved Lodging"

...led 155 military and DOD Civilians in the support of two Wings supporting 3K C-130 students annually to...

...led a 55 member installation team in Afghanistan that participated in the construction of 1,500 circuits in 10 command and control centers

...led a five person team to provide power for $4M electrical distribution system upgrade to ensure...

...led a five-man NSA network upgrade team that increased intelligence source access 1000% and enhanced training for...

...led a mobile news team through four theaters of operation highlighting US regional efforts

...led a radio direction finding team in resolving critical radio frequency interference issues in...to...

...led a team of 150 technicians to activate a $150,000,000 network supporting...

...led a team of technicians to activate a $150 million network supporting the 2009 Joint Expeditionary Force Experiment at...

...led actions to rekey three failed encryption devices to restore the USAFE Emergency Action Message system

...led his office in contributing time and talents toward Luke AFB earning the ACC CINC installation award

...led in the redistribution of over five thousand zero-demand, excess items for F-15, F-16, A-10, C-130 and vehicles which...

...led movement of 555,000 pounds of cargo in direct support of OPERATION UNIFIED RESPONSE
...led six Standardization Evaluation Program inspections to evaluate over 550 critical inspection items on each airfield certifying the flight safety for 5.5 million square miles of sovereign airspace

...led the $150K Fly Away Kit system upgrade increasing communications access by an amazing 500% while saving $100K+ in maintenance/replacement costs

...led three personnel in building bench stock for an OEF deployment of 1,500 items valued at...

...led to an incredible zero unit findings during the Airlift Wing's Unit Compliance Inspection in 2008

...liaison'd with the 555th Air Expeditionary Wing and the Expeditionary Operations Group to acquire...

...loaded critical COMSEC information which enabled secure communications with helicopter crews to receive clearance to land at the emergency improvised landing zone

...logged over 500 combat hours disseminating time-critical data for battlefield commanders in...

...logistical aptitude with...increased accountability from...

...made major contributions to the effectiveness and success of the Unit's Substance Abuse program by...

...made significant contributions to the zero-demand warehouse storage project, which helped manage and avoid the loss of over 500 line items worth over...

...made sure all manifests were completed along with routes planned prior to mission

...made sure...systems were 100 % capable of...

...maintained 100% accountability of unit personnel and assets during exercise and contingency operations
...maintained a 97% fill rate crushing the Air Force standard of 85%

...maintained a constant combat-ready posture by...

...maintained authentication systems, aircraft friend-or-foe, Flight Information handbooks and wartime encryption and decryption codes with...

...maintained quality control of 9 major contracts totaling over $5 million to provide personnel from 12 nations with power, maintenance, fuel, rations, and lodging

...maintenance actions generated a 95% ready rate

...managed 15 critical base-wide construction projects, delivering over $15 million in base infrastructure improvements

...managed a $5.2 million multi-service supply account with zero errors

...managed a diverse group of over 1,150 military, civilian, and contractor personnel to...

...managed and performed calibration of all associated test and support equipment which...

...managed Bench Stock and the buildup/tear down of...returning $50K of assets to supply system

...managed installation of 100 passenger manifest kiosks at 50 sites reducing check-in process time by 50%

...managed parking for over 1K aircraft in 10 days

...managed six critical War Reserve Material special projects consisting of...

...managed the 555 Support Group Government vehicle fleet supporting over 500 personnel in day to day operations spanning 55 remote locations
...managed the 55th Wing primary weapon systems operating stock for F-22A raptor aircraft valued at $155M

...managed the acceptance inspection of five theater deployable communication packages and ensured the integrity of...$150M in assets

...managed the delinquent document program and was key to validating and clearing 550 accountable documents cutting the delinquent rate by...

...managed the needs of 100+ guests during the three day event and was recognized by the Detachment CC for excellence

...managed the Plans & Intel section during the absence of the Director with little or no supervision

...managed to never fail a semi-annual or Major Command communication security inspection

...managerial ability was evident when he organized a...

...manned...processing line for...

...masterfully orchestrated preparations for the recent Conventional Operational Readiness Inspection by...

...masterfully pulled 1,555 priority requests, enabling coalition forces to drop over 55,000 pounds of munitions on enemy insurgents to protect...

...masterminded the control and security of 55 classified items garnering a 100% inventory of $5.5 million in assets with zero security violations or losses

...mechanical skills were conspicuous when he restored emergency...

...mentored and advised members of the Sudan People's Liberation Army while simultaneously providing administrative support for...
...mentored other NCOs on management and personnel skills so they could be more effective leaders

...merged two phases of training into one and accomplished all learning objectives in 50% less...

...meticulous skill and knowledge aided in maintaining 100% accountability of 500 Air Force classified assets valued at...

...meticulously audited/disbursed 55 local national travel vouchers, accurately paying within 3 days

...meticulously managed the processing and out-processing of 2,500 military and civilian personnel

...meticulously and patiently processed...

...mitigated aircraft downtime/saved Wing over $1M

...mobilized and painstakingly repaired a...while training five of her fellow Airmen on...

...mobilized to support Operation IRAQI FREEDOM as...

...mounted antennas for a $5.5 million radio system enhancing the safety of more than 500 convoys and...

...MSgt Smith oversaw the care of 500 critically ill patients, 10 physicians, and...

...MSgt Smith served as the deployed Aircraft Maintenance NCOIC responsible for five JSTAR E-8C aircraft and supervision of over 55 active duty and Air National Guard personnel

...MSgt Smith single-handedly managed the Family Care Plans for thirty squadron members

...MSgt Smith's excellent comprehension and strict enforcement of standards ensured 100% student compliance and...

...MSgt Smith's exemplary skill and leadership resulted in...
...MSgt Smith's leadership skills were paramount in assisting the lead investigator conducting interviews of U.S. Army soldiers implicated in...

...MSgt Smith's outstanding leadership abilities coupled with his highly proficient skill level and keen knowledge of Fabrication was directly responsible for...

...my number one of five Tech Sergeants, won NCOQ 1st Quarter and...

...negotiated the transfer of 555 items of AGE equipment valued at 5.5 million dollars from HQ ACC to 15 bases with...

...never failed a semi-annual or Major Command communication security inspection

...off-loaded 15 aircraft with 55 tons of equipment supporting the annual Royal Air Force Air Tattoo

...on his watch, the squadron successfully mobilized and deployed 150 Airmen in support of Operations...

...one of the first US Airmen to conduct a training operation in uniform in...

...ops focused--fixed tower safety lights/solidified USAFE/SAF IG comm support to ensure flight safety while...

...optimized the Alternate Control Tower voice crash system by...

...optimized use of five ISR platforms and maximized C2 bandwidth interface, resulting in...

...orchestrated a $15,000 project to...which enhanced the capability of...by 95%

...orchestrated a feasibility study which provided...
...orchestrated the...implementation program, completing set up in one week meeting the DOD suspense with completion rate in Air Force's top 5%

...organized shelter for over 150 displaced families after severe weather emergency

...organized six fundraising events that secured over 3,000 dollars for...

...outstanding abilities greatly contributed to the squadron producing 5500 sorties and 55,500 flying hours in fiscal year 2009

...outstanding combat communication skills were evident when coordinating and updating the attack scene with personnel from other services and countries

...outstanding contribution and selfless service were integral to...

...outstanding initiative led to a complete revision of the outdated...program

...outstanding leadership abilities coupled with his highly proficient skill level and keen knowledge of...were directly responsible for the high level of squadron readiness

...outstanding leadership and commitment to excellence were instrumental to the squadron's success in...

...outstanding managerial skills rescued a program and brought it back on track...

...outstanding mentor for his junior enlisted members

...outstanding technical expertise was showcased when he directed the...

...over 3K arrival/departures of...on same ramp without incident
...over 550,000 line items worth $5,500,000 were restored resulting in task completion 72 hours ahead of Higher Headquarters stringent time lines
...overcame rigorous FDA requirements to...
...oversaw 555 maintenance tasks leading to 100% scheduling effectiveness with zero mission deviations
...oversaw all cash operations, disbursing more than $55.5M in military and travel pay vouchers
...oversaw eight crucial functional check flights to validate...
...oversaw force protection for 50 job sites in a 10 square mile area of responsibility enabling...
...oversaw the Acquisition Management Plan implementation by planning and scheduling...
...oversaw the dissemination of over 5000 time-sensitive intelligence reports which identified accurate geo-location data on...
...oversaw the execution of 555 work orders, 555 digging permits, and 55 drawdown assistance visits
...oversaw the group Anti-Terrorism and Force Protection program that safeguarded 500 Airmen and facilities worth over $155 Million
...oversaw the storage and delivery of $5M in...annually for...
...oversaw the...management office supporting...that directly sustained the flying operations for the United States Air Force's efforts in...
...oversaw, guided 50 convoys over 1.5 million miles under most austere conditions to...
...participated in every major C-5 Contingency Operation to include ENDURING FREEDOM and...
...participated in key roles during several OREs and ORIs with an overall rating of excellent

...participated in several base fitness challenges and finished two courses towards his Bachelors degree

...participated in the design of the architecture of the next generation of airfield navigation equipment affecting over 110 airfields and thousands of maintenance technicians

...participated in the development of the training agenda for... which...

...participated in the distribution of over...to DoD treatment facilities worldwide

...partnered with...combined experience to...

...passed situational updates to the Joint Terminal Attack Controller which resulted in...

...performed at Division-level in supervisor role for critical...support and planning

...performed bedside surgical procedures that stabilized life threatening conditions and...

...performed Client Support for over 150 Key personnel

...performed equipment deployment completing 155 of 195 sorties extending the Minuteman III's longevity into 2020

...performed over 500 hours RWP at a 98% on-time completion rate...

...performed superbly as project manager for the...interfacing with five...from across the United States

...performed the complicated repair in seven hours, smashing the twelve hour standard

...personally penned several articles during his 15 month Camp Doha tour
...personally performed over...

...personally took charge of two lagging trainees enhancing their upgrade training

...phenomenal control of items allowed him to...

...phenomenal patrol skills led to the capture of...

...pinpointed a damaged ejection seat carriage guide and created a repair procedure that saved $5K in replacement costs and weeks of delivery time

...pioneered the role of...

...pivotal in reinstating effective force protection by repairing and replacing 55 defective bollards at...

...pivotal leader in enforcing standards of...

...planned and constructed the extension of the helipad eliminating a long-standing safety hazard

...planned, organized, and executed the...

...played a key role in coordinating time sensitive Battle Drills by...

...played a key role in reaching several milestones...

...played a key role in the implementation of the training of...

...played a pivotal role in preparing the section for the Air Force Inspector General's...

...played a vital role in the initial construction of the...establishing an initial operating capacity in only two weeks

...prepared for an Operational Readiness Inspection by orchestrating mobility, equipment, and weapons requirements, proving world-wide capability
...prepared over 55 accrual travel vouchers within 24 hours of receipt enabling deployed warriors to focus on mission
...prepared unit for real world deployments in...
...prepared wing/group/squadron for UCI and Nuclear Surety Inspection by...
...preserved 1200 vital assets by...
...preserved a primary divert runway for...
...prior to the inspection, he updated 30 operating instructions, resulting in accreditation and...
...processed an average of 1500 military pay documents monthly with a 99% accuracy rate
...processed 5,000 travel vouchers worth $5.5 million, maintained 98% accuracy, exceeding command standard of 95% accuracy
...processed over 100 shelf life extension program messages to ensure 100% serviceability of...
...procured $50K worth of assets with end of year acquisitions reducing monetary demand on FY 10 budget
...produced a 100% pass rate for...
...produced an 10% increase of aircraft availability for FY 2009, a ten year high for the B-52
...produced eight engine supports and trailers within an unheard of two day notice
...productivity increased during...surge activity as...
...professional attitude led to assignment as recovery team chief to...
...professionalism and dedication to duty produced lasting contributions to the 15th Reconnaissance Wing
...proficiently constructed and programmed the network and provided much needed e-mail and voice communication for down range personnel

...project completed under budget, funds diverted to other needy programs

...project supported new and/or expanded services to approximately 155 facilities and over 15K users throughout Robins AFB and Southeast

...projected a calm demeanor and dedication to duty which ensured that...

...protected 5 billion dollars in war assets by...

...protected Air National Guard circuits from outside malicious logic attacks by...

...proved himself a true total force warrior by deploying to...and seamlessly integrating with on-site personnel to...

...proved his worth when he...during LORE 09-1 resulting in 55 of 55 aircraft generated in less than 24 hours

...proved to be an invaluable asset for the entire squadron

...proven leader under fire and a superior NCO

...provided a safe passage to and from the...resulting in zero mishaps

...provided an immediate response to...

...provided assistance for the unit Air Expeditionary Force deployment by...

...provided Close Air Support capabilities to the ground commander and Department of State representatives

...provided command and control of the Attack Weapons Teams while his Joint Terminal Attack Controller was busy with other assets
...provided continuous proactive solutions ensuring the availability of non-expendable, durable and expendable supplies and equipment

...provided critical logistical support to the organization by timely management of Air Force personnel and governmental equipment in excess of $100,000 with 0% loss of man hours

...provided critical support to the...Training Squadron instructor cadre during the Advanced...

...provided direct support to 15+ U.S. and International Teams for the...

...provided essential computer and communication systems to personnel investigating an...

...provided exceptional maintenance capability critical to the completion of over 5,500 combat airlift missions delivering over...while sustaining an impressive 98% departure rate

...provided exceptional maintenance capability critical to the completion of over...

...provided exceptional managerial acumen, critical to the completion of over 200...

...provided exceptional supply support to forces directly engaging terrorist networks within Afghanistan in direct support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM

...provided extraordinary support to units on...as well as AO...

...provided flawless airfield support for five STS and 15 EELV missions valued at $15B

...provided immediate and committed support during the NG response to the 2010 earthquake in...

...provided inter-service training conducted at 555th Security Forces Squadron ISO Marines from...
...provided leadership, direction, and support for the shop
...provided maintenance support for a vehicle fleet of over 1000 vehicles dedicated to...
...provided much needed guidance and supervision during the...
...provided outstanding equipment support for Air Fest 08, helping set up over 5 thousand linear feet of security fence ensuring the safety of over 55,000 spectators
...provided over half a million hot meals served with zero customer complaints
...provided quality assurance by ensuring 100% travel regulation compliance when reviewing travel vouchers
...provided quality assurance oversight of a $15 million aircraft maintenance contract including...
...provided safe and reliable transportation to the...
...provided superior...service to...
...provided support to Air National Guard aircrews and distinguished visitor missions
...provided timely support and replacements to over 5,000 deployed troops in two areas of responsibility, Iraq and Afghanistan
...provided UK personnel with ground system familiarization that...
...provided valuable oversight as one of the Unit's...
...provided vital expertise as the Director of...responsible for the timely processing of security clearances and visit requests for...
...provided vital information for future bomber sustainment decisions
...provided vital oversight to over $90M of C3 plus up equipment throughout the...

...published over 500 flight authorizations and mission packages and...

...pushed production of 7K inspections

...qualified in current tactics and operations, ready for real world deployments

...quick reaction potentially saved the Air Force...

...quickly adapted to changing circumstances, short lead times, and has a common sense approach that...

...quickly and effectively led the charge and combined the two squadrons' training plans to...

...quickly assumed on-scene command, assessed the situation, and directed all USAF security forces personnel to...

...quickly got involved with the First Sergeants council and activities

...quickly recognized the priorities of work and put a process into place that quickly improved the efficiency of the Technical Control Facility

...raised aircraft availability 55%

...raised over $5K in the first week, well beyond the goal of...

...received national attention for shooting 5,000 images during the Operational Readiness Inspection of 2008 which resulted in...

...received, serviced, and launched the first Operation Tiger Tail mission, the first of more than...of these high-visibility missions

...received, serviced, and launched the first of more than 100 Desert Express missions...
...received an Outstanding rating during MARE portion of the inspection

...received coin from the Base Command Group for the triumphant Thanksgiving meal and certificate of appreciation for celebrated Christmas meal

...recognized as Airman of the Year for 2009

...recognized by Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Commander for helping to relocate a...

...recognized by General Smith for speaking ability and...

...recognized by Mothers Against Drunk Driving as the top DUI arresting officer on Eglin AFB

...recognized for executing the most accurately dropped mission ever seen

...recognized obscure deficiencies with critical aircraft fire fighting apparatus which...

...reduced cargo footprint by 50%

...registered and screened well over 2,500 personnel...

...reintegrated 15,000 pounds of battle-worn communications equipment after a 150-day deployment to...

...remarkable technical skills prevented circuit or equipment downtime during...

...rendered the surrounding community a safer place

...reorganized the bulk storage tent, identifying 555 stock numbers, found ten MICAP parts and 55 out of balances and increased bulk storage by...

...reorganized the directorate to effectively lay the foundation for effective preparation, integration, and strategic focus
...repaired an ECU at...that kept critical system temperature control for vital missile defense

...replaced air conditioning systems essential for cooling over $500M in communications and network test equipment supporting $55B base infrastructure

...replaced air conditioning units critical to ground based aircraft navigation and landing systems with zero mission interruptions

...represented the 555AW and AFRC

...represented the United States in an exemplary manner

...requested by name for an operational support tour at National Guard Bureau

...researched and wrote checklists for the setup of...support equipment

...resilience and energy was demonstrated by managerial expertise while...

...resolved a three year inventory void by fixing 155 accountability errors preventing a $155 thousand stock fund adjustment and loss

...resource management resulted in a 100% replacement of laptop computers

...responded to 150 user trouble tickets for software, hardware, and technical issues resulting in minimal down time

...responded to 5 Helping Hand incidents affecting $5.5 billion worth of Protection Level 1 resources

...responsible for a sustained 95% mission-capable rate which helped earn the AMC Best Vehicle Maintenance Unit of the Year Award
...responsible for controlling Close Air Support in the...Province, which ultimately led to...

...responsible for making Patrick AFB the busiest physical medicine clinic in AFMC

...responsible for the planning, resourcing, scheduling, and execution of the 155th Fighter Squadron’s mission to...

...restored emergency power to...sustaining the busiest...

...resulted in 100% compliance of all Wing and Squadron members ensuring all members were worldwide deployable

...resulted in a positive environment and excellent work ethic among...

...resulted in a timely and efficient method of processing...

...resulted in major contributions to the effectiveness and success of the...mission in...

...resulted in major contributions to the successful completion of the Squadron's difficult mission during the worst...

...resulted in significant contributions to mission accomplishment, raising...

...resulted in much improved continuity of operations preparedness for the J3 and...

...resulted in the first-ever bilateral USNORTHCOM and SEMAR information sharing conference

...resulting in 50 % reduction in required training time

...resulting in least down time ever experienced here

...resulting in zero security incidents

...returned to Fully Mission Capable 10 days ahead of schedule

...revamped the KC-135 Hard Landing Inspection procedures by...
...reviewed 1K food and drug administration supply recalls and took aggressive action on materiel recalls and alerts ensuring...

...reviewed and developed a final Statement Of Work in the contract for concrete which enhanced quality control and saved 50 man-hours and $50K a week in rejected concrete deliveries

...revised entire Standardization and Evaluation program to...

...revised the installation's...updating 550 airfield requirements and...

...revised the unit's in-processing checklist, ensuring new arrivals were promptly briefed on all policies and security procedures unique to the FOB

...safe guarded 300 transient personnel this year

...safeguarded 10 million dollars in base infrastructure to...

...safeguarding flight safety of 50,000 air operations yearly

...saved $1,500 in labor and replacement cost and averted 4 weeks of down-time

...saved $550,000 dollars yearly in maintenance and operator certification fees

...saved $5M in reinstallation costs

...saved immense funding required for...

...saving the Air Force over $10,000 in contracting costs

...scheduled on-site visits to the AW squadrons and Geographically Separated Units

...seamlessly implemented new course revisions, ensuring future training is aligned with career field requirements
...secured $500K worth of pamphlets, books and handouts which ensured...

...secured $5.5 million to ensure a seamless conversion to...

...secured the scene and preserved evidence in support of a...ground mishap, thereby aiding in finding the root cause

...selected as 10th Air Force's “Civil Engineer of the Year” for 2009

...selected from among 150 Airmen and NCOs to...

...selected over peers by AMC HQ for his knowledge and expertise

...selected to lead the stand-up of newly-formed 555th Maintenance Operations Flight

...selflessly volunteered for Operation CHRISTMAS DROP and, with his dedicated efforts, delivered over 550,000 pounds of presents to...

...selflessly volunteered to train and issue over 500 tactical vehicle drivers licenses in support of...AEF deployment

...Senior Airman Smith is one of the greatest assets of the...

...Sergeant Smith's contributions directly resulted in Al Udeid Air Base earning the DOD Best Anti-terrorism Program for 2009

...Sergeant Smith's impeccable standards and concern for her fellow enlisted members led to her selection as...

...Sergeant Smith's superb leadership and vast experience were critical in managing the...

...served as a golden example of the effective and judicious use of organizational funds and resulted in...
...served as ACC liaison to USSOCOM where he managed the installation of...supporting world-wide Unmanned Aerial Vehicle operations

...served as administrative support for the Sector Orderly Room, providing valuable customer support services to over 500 personnel during a time when operations tempo was at its highest level

...served as an extraordinary...

...served as primary advisor to the unit's Command and subordinate unit commanders in Human Resources matters

...served as the flight representative to a local special needs hospital and...

...served as the lead driver in...

...served as the...Joint Terminal Attack Controller responsible for controlling Close Air Support in the Dhi Qar and Muthanna Provinces

...served as the...specialist in support of the...

...service contributed to successful accomplishment of...

...set an excellent example for his subordinates by demanding excellence and respect at the same time

...Sgt Smith's technical expertise, leadership ability, and commitment to duty resulted in...

...shaped 90% MXS pass rate

...she authored 15 new Operating Instructions and trained 55 students on...

...she is credited with being one of two chosen to perform with a country music superstar, a performance seen by over 30 million television viewers
...she supervised over 150 emergency response personnel from 15 agencies, integrating and focusing their efforts to...

...showed unparalleled and repeated initiative and tenacity

...simultaneously coordinated three separate major projects which...

...single handedly coordinated the repair of a local...and improved their quality of life

...single-handedly developed training aids and instructed 15 classes training more than 500 Airmen on the proper use of...

...single-handedly rerouted the circuit to ensure...

...singlehandedly designed, developed, and implemented a restructured...program which exceeded written requirements and led to recognition by...

...skillfully issued...

...skillfully maintained the Ancillary Training program with no mission capability lapse

...skillfully talked the predator onto the point-of-origin and delivered...

...smashed ACC standard of one week per...

...SMSgt Smith's vast professional knowledge and exceptional communication skills were instrumental in...

...SMSgt Smith's way ahead thinking and networking abilities brokered a...which...at no cost to the Squadron

...spearheaded communications plans during Exercise...resulting in an outstanding 100% uptime rate, enabling the control of 55 joint sorties

...spearheaded DARPA's $10M cell generation project for...
...spearheaded the acquisition and project management strategies of...

...spearheaded the electronic conversion of the Vehicle Maintenance Training Order Program with no...

...spearheaded the squadron's Combined Federal Campaign, raising $6,000 in the first week, well beyond the goal of $700

...spent countless hours ensuring that his assigned vehicle system was in top condition and...

...SrA Smith's dedication to duty and commitment to excellence greatly enhanced the functionality of the...

...SSgt Smith is a member of the Vehicle Maintenance Section team with an in-commission rate consistently better than the AF standard of 90%

...SSgt Smith was selected to fill a critically manned Technical Sergeant position managing an operational flight of over 50 personnel

...SSgt Smith's ability to assume and excel at Team Chief duties resulted in the workcenter receiving 100% "GOs" on all collective tasks

...SSgt Smith's extraordinary efforts and accomplishments are...

...standout role model, led C2, logistics, intel, FP actions/solutions and was recognized for combat/garrison ops

...steered wing/group/squadron special interests and was responsible for...

...stellar leadership and dedication to duty were vital to the movement of cargo and passengers on...

...stood up a brand new security forces section with the 555th command and control squadron
...stood up the Global Broadcasting System equipment which provides necessary data feeds in support of...

...streamlined the installation of the 55th CS's emergency power system, a $1.5M project, by interfacing with local nationals to ensure uninterrupted uptime for over 550 USAFE AOR circuits

...strengthened overseas contingency operations in support of the Global War on Terror

...strengthened relations between the USAF and host nation partners

...submitted reimbursements for damaged and short shipments which recouped $55K of units' funds

...succeeded in having his section qualify 100% go on certifications

...successfully deployed the...with no complications for OIF 09-10

...successfully executed air base defense patrols, aggressive defense measures, and armed mobile responses contributing significantly to the safety and security of...

...successfully implemented fully automated PCS in-processing system eliminating additional financial briefings

...successfully led his section through a Unit Compliance Inspection and a National Guard Bureau Program Management Review where...

...successfully led the risk management program for the...

...successfully mobilized and deployed 100 Reservists in support of...

...superb maintenance skills were evident while troubleshooting a chronic...malfunction
...superb management skills ensured serviceable...
...superbly directed force protection efforts in support of 7th Air Force operations, ensuring the safety of over 1,000 deployed military personnel
...superior and relentless service to the....
...superior leader who maximized use of simulators to...
...superior performance proved invaluable during...
...superlatively managed several personnel programs within the Command Support Staff of the...
...supervised a 15 member flight after being moved from...to...
...supervised and reported on 10 individuals in an avionics shop environment
...supervised preparation for the Inspector General’s Unit Compliance Inspection of...
...supervised the manufacture of...that facilitated safe movement of...
...supervised 55 personnel to ensure the integrity of...
...support SME, key in advancing...
...supported a high-visibility training exercise with...and...by uploading and downloading 150 passengers and 15 short tons of equipment from incoming KC-10 Aircraft
...supported expeditionary forces at Incirlik Air Base, Turkey and Andersen Air Force Base, Guam
...supported home land security by volunteering to deploy in support of...
...supported more than 550 of these high visibility missions which...
...supported the 555th POL Section through his strong commitment to maintenance by...

...supported the squadron's war fighting commitment to the Global War on Terror with 1,500 flying sorties and 5,500 flying hours flown for FY 2009

...supported the troop surge by purchasing $5 million in equipment for the deployed compound which expanded the combat bed down capacity by 50%

...surpassed peers and subordinates in ability to...

...sustained a robust and effective system help desk

...swift thinking led to the development and implementation of the Earthquake Relief Fund for...

...Systems Flight cited as superb and "fastest response time seen to date!"

...technical abilities were showcased when he...

...technical expertise and leadership played a direct role in the completion of...

...technical expertise in...proved invaluable during the...

...technical expertise was critical in the testing and maintenance of...

...technical knowledge was showcased during an inspection by the American-British...

...tested 55 vehicles to ensure they pumped at rated capacity and were able to support the mission at...

...tested the interoperability of 150 command and control systems

...the dedication and enthusiasm exhibited by SSgt Smith were key to the success of the...
...the dedication displayed by TSgt Smith resulted in...
...the dedication of...resulted in major contributions to the effectiveness and success of...
...the discovery saved the Air Force an estimated $5 million dollars in future repair costs
...the efforts expended during 2009 as a manager and Resource Advisor garnered him the...
...the extraordinary leadership of Sergeant Smith was instrumental in managing...
...the most significant recognition that has ever been awarded to Charleston Air Force Base
...the perpetual efforts of SSgt Smith contributed to the overall mission in support of...
...the success of his actions helped the 55th Logistics Readiness Squadron receive an "Excellent" during the 2009 Unit Compliance inspection
...the training he developed was considered by DOD Civilian employees to be...
...these efforts led to systemic changes that the MAJCOM was able to apply command-wide which...
...these policies and procedures led to zero findings and zero discrepancies which culminated in an outstanding rating for Airfield Safety
...these systems were key to securing stealth technology and saved the Air Force $155 thousand in contract costs
...this greatly improved workcenter efficiency resulting in a 95% class one readiness rate exceeding the Air Force goal by 5% and a 10% overall increase in productivity command wide
...this realignment allowed the Wing to...
...though meticulous maintenance practice and expertise, she...

...through his actions, the relief fund collected in excess of $5,500.00 for donation to the American Red Cross

...through his actions, has gained the trust and respect of Airmen and leaders at all levels

...through his commitment to excellence and expertise, he led a team to achieve 100% accountability of...

...through his keen insight, initiative, and strategic forethought, SMSgt Smith was key in preventing sizeable force structure reductions when reduced defense budget allocations threatened significant reduction in FY resourcing

...through superior performance, expertise, and can do attitude, improved an...

...throughout his assignment SSgt Smith provided immediate medical care and aided in the stabilization of patients until higher medical care was available

...throughout the deployment, he expertly supervised over 150 Airmen and oversaw the movement of more than 150,000 passengers and 150,000 short tons of cargo on 15,000 missions

...thus helping to build and maintain squadron morale

...timely processed 1500 sets of annual, special, and activation orders

...tireless dedication to duty contributed immeasurably to the many successes of the wing

...tireless dedication to duty directly impacted the 55 Force Support Squadron winning the LeMay award for 2008 and won his workcenter a Certificate of Excellence
...tirelessly performed his duties over and beyond what was required or expected...
...tirelessly supported her community by participating in...
...took a project that floundered for two years, was behind schedule and underfunded and completed it in less than six months
...took great pride in the care and upkeep of his assigned equipment
...towered over competitors
...tracked & rectified monthly expenditures within an $55K budget
...tracked 100 sensitive items and their accessories with no lost items
...tracked and managed over $550M in construction projects throughout...
...tracked, updated, and audited flying hours and event currency documentation for aircrew members, enabling...
...trained 550 personnel on the advantages of...
...trained approximately 500 crew members on communications security procedures to...
...trained squadron and section personnel on military financial entitlements which enhanced and improved the overall state of unit readiness
...transmitted over 5,500 data updates to leadership in daily reports and in the Deliberate and Crisis Action Planning
...travelled to three more forward garrisons throughout AOR and...
...Triumphant! Directed aircraft mx production of >50 diverse aircraft
...troubleshoot, repaired VC-25 fuel transfer problem, allowed aircraft to be used for a no-fail OCONUS mission
...troubleshooting reduced ground time on busy Haitian airport
...trusted by staff as most dependable Flight Chief
...TSgt Smith was praised by base Leadership for formulating a Traffic Control Plan for...that...
...TSgt Smith's leadership abilities contributed to the 55th Security Forces Squadron receiving the 2007 and 2009 awards for Best Medium Security Forces unit in Air Mobility Command
...TSgt Smith's leadership and technical skill proved invaluable during the...which delivered...
...TSgt Smith's leadership resuscitated the unit's patient education materials program and...
...TSgt Smith's unsurpassed technical knowledge and leadership ability led to her selection as...
...twice recognized as NCO of the Quarter, this superior NCO...
...twice selected by her peers for "Technician of the Month" award in recognition of her dedication to...
...under Chief Smith's guidance, over 1500 feet of new cable and over $500,000 of new infrastructure hardware and software was...
...under his command and direction, the...
...under his command, the squadron was recognized as the best Aerial Port Squadron in 7th Air Force by being awarded the...
...under his direction, his team was well prepared for a potential cut-over of all FM processing operations
...under his guidance, 55.5% of the squadron personnel acquired and maintained excellent or good fitness scores

...under his leadership, outstanding work orders were improved by 90%

...under threat of rocket and mortar attack, Airman Smith...

...united three Wings to successfully strike 100 targets, a numbered Air Force first

...unlimited talent! Managed 5K active/inactive shipment files which reduced duplication & processing errors by 10%

...unmatched diagnostic abilities and expert repairs directly resulted in a sustained 95% mission capable rate which helped earn the AMC Maintenance Unit of the Year Award

...unparalleled performance

...upgraded from...to..., a $50K project, delivered under budget and ahead of schedule

...upgraded vehicle radios improving net security and increasing emergency response time by...

...used an innovative approach to conduct personnel actions by...

...used his expert organizational skills to monitor and manage...

...used his superior contingency operations knowledge to educate Airmen and prepare 1,550 Force Support members for future leadership roles

...used the DRMO process to return $150K worth of self-contained breathing apparatus to Air Force inventory

...utilized his expertise to train 5 technicians on 550 tasks, slashing the standard 3 month training window to only 3 weeks
...utilized his invaluable experience and keen technical skills to undertake the challenging project of...

...utilized MWD to protect POTUS and Secretary of State...

...utilized scrap parts to save over $40k

...utilizing his 15 years of experience, he ensured the unit excelled during home station training

...validated 15 mission-essential requests during Exercise Black Flag, contributing to 100% effectiveness rate of 40 sorties

...vast system knowledge enabled him to brief...

...versatile Airman who can quickly adapt to changing requirements and short lead times and has superb judgment...

...vital to successful operations

...voluntarily deployed to...

...volunteered 100 hours in the base armory, safeguarding 200 weapons and...

...volunteered 5 UTA Sundays that plummeted delinquent upgrade training of...

...volunteered 5 UTA Sundays to train...which resulted in a 100% pass rate for...

...volunteered 55 hours of his personal time with the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program providing mentorship and goal setting to the under privileged...

...volunteered for a PR mission in the Horn of Africa

...volunteered for a second back-to-back tour of equal length and...

...volunteered for multiple forward-deployments down range and...
...volunteered to forward deploy to...as...

...was a key contributor to Robins AFB Airfield Operations flight winning top honors for excellence from ACC

...was a key member of the 2009 Rodeo team which captured an impressive 15 trophies and seized Best Air Mobility Team

...was a vital component during the element's semi-annual assessment earning an outstanding rating

...was an essential component in planning a...

...was an integral factor in the wing earning the coveted PACAF Ground Safety Trophy

...was appointed NCOIC of the unit's fitness program...

...was awarded the "Pumper of the Month" for every month he was deployed

...was chosen to work the Control Center as his abilities were proven during a widespread alarm failure by arranging patrol responses to over 50 mission critical facilities until the system could be reset

...was coined by CMSgt Binneker, 9th CMSgt of the Air Force, for unparalleled leadership...

...was designated a Distinguished Graduate and recipient of the...

...was directly responsible for the effectiveness of 100+ missions directing a 15 member team through all mission phases with 100% success

...was essential to the Air Wing’s overall "Excellent" Operational Readiness Inspection rating

...was exceptionally accurate while responding to over 50 intrusions alarms
...was handpicked to escort distinguished visitors during unit tour
...was handpicked for and excelled as a deployed operations manager during...
...was instrumental in completely restructuring the process of...reducing the unit backlog by...
...was instrumental in raising over 200 leadership and management titles for...
...was instrumental in the unprecedented progress of the $10 million Massive Ordnance Penetrator test program
...was instrumental in the completion of over 1,000 job orders valued at over $250k while 50% manned...
...was instrumental in the installation of a...
...was instrumental in the replacement...saved the Detachment $25,000 in professional installation costs and prevented staggering delays to...
...was key during 09 PACAF ORI when the squadron generated 55 of 55 F-15 aircraft within 24 hours earning the 55th Fighter Wing an excellent rating
...was key in earning the Force Support Squadron's first-ever Air Mobility Command General Curtis E. LeMay Award
...was key to new protocols at the base service station that reduced fuel theft by 55% saving the Air Force over $100,000
...was key to the alerting of the staff and safe removal of dangerously unsafe munitions...
...was part of the team that completely rebuilt all Air Terminal functions supporting...
...was personally responsible for intel received from locals at...
...provided superior support, training, and filled a wide variety of slots while...

...was pivotal in producing...

...was presented a coin by...and a Letter of Appreciation was sent to her unit by...

...was recognized as Support Knucklebuster for 2nd Quarter '08

...was recognized as top performer in his class and awarded the top award for exceptional handling abilities

...was recognized with a Letter of Appreciation from the CC for outstanding professionalism and phenomenal duty performance for actions taken during...

...was responsible for leading emergency battle damage assessments crucial to the repair of...

...was selected to go forward to the Provincial Joint Operation Center in...to...

...was selected to perform as...and as a trainer for...

...was selected to provide armed security operations for Presidential and Vice Presidential visits to...Air Force Base

...was the force behind the installation of $1,000,000 in network infrastructure to bolster operations in...

...was the Wing's advocate for system improvements, including the...which substantially improved the C-17's combat capabilities and ensured its viability into the future

...was unparalleled in primary duties and because of his efforts was awarded the 555 AEG Chief's Coin as well as becoming inducted into POL's elite "One Million Gallon Club"

...was vital during...real-world Pacific Theater tensions where the aircraft were “cocked on” in less than 6 hours
...was vital to the construction of...
...we launched our 10,000th mission, a historical milestone
...went above and beyond and his actions resulted in his section obtaining 100% of the inspection points possible for the...
...went above and beyond the call of duty, selflessly performing training to...
...when an emergency left the...position vacant, he quickly and professionally stepped into the demanding role despite...
...when the J6 NCOIC was deployed, SSgt Smith stepped up and took over the section
...whether supporting federal or military missions, he performed impeccably and without fail
...which directly contributed to the Outstanding rating during the IG inspection in 2009
...which directly supported the squadron’s 555 accident-free flying hours
...which eliminated 30 days downtime and saved over $5,000 in replacement cost
...which ensured contingency operation skills were developed and honed
...while deployed, Airmen Smith was in charge of...
...while deployed in 2009 for...he led a team to isolate and repair a...
...while deployed in support of Operation...he was awarded NCO of the Month for the...
...while deployed to Afghanistan he initiated the use of the Blue Force Tracking system by...
...while deployed to Nellis AFB for Red Flag 08, his tireless efforts secured a 95% sortie effectiveness rating, increasing joint forces combat training effectiveness... while in a limited window of opportunity...
...while maintaining an outstanding 99% accuracy rate
...while on temporary duty assignment to support operation Red Flag...
...while serving as Unit Deployment Manager, he ensured warfighters hit the ground running... while temporarily assigned to the...
...while under time constraints to finish in less than 30 days...
...with a vision of success, she established high expectations and standards, which directly contributed to...
...with earnest precision, he expertly managed the most critical operational missions assigned to...
...with his extensive expertise, he raised the level of force protection by...
...with his leadership and management skills, we smashed USAFE's goal of 90%
...with precise expertise and flawless performance, directly contributed to the 55th Bomb Wing Nuclear capability recertification
...with zero mishaps and a 99% on-time departure reliability rate
...within two weeks of arriving on-station, SSgt Smith deployed with just six hours notice to support Hurricane Katrina relief efforts
...without hesitation, safely extracted the...
...without hesitation, SSgt Smith grabbed a fire extinguisher and assisted in putting the fire out, saving the lives of...and preventing further damage to...

...without his assistance and leadership, the section would not have...

...withstood inclement weather conditions and never gave up

...worked around the clock to provide safe passage for...

...worked extensively on the internal and external training programs within the unit

...worked extensively with Staff Area Visit teams to ensure all critical training areas were in compliance with Air Force standards

...worked over 300 additional man hours putting his and other sections of the EOD Flight in order to facilitate EOD readiness for...

...wrote CONOPS that clearly defined all aspects of the project, assigning responsibilities and motivating all parties until it was formalized

...wrote first Memorandum of Understanding between the 555th Air National Guard and the 55th Medical Group...